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Dear Reader,
In this edition, you'll learn the difference between Master Data Management and
Master Data Integration as well as getting started with Kyma and Consuming
REST APIs with Cloud ABAP.
But be sure to take some time for fun and submit your fun facts in the second
round of the SAP Community Trivia Contest!
Regards,
Catherine LaCroix
Editor

Master Data Integration and
Master Data Management –
What's the Difference?
One domain model and pre-built
master data integration belong to the
suite qualities that are key for
Intelligent Enterprises running on
hybrid landscapes. Streamlined master
data management adds additional
benefit. Read this blog post by SAP's
Marcus Ganser to learn about the
complementary nature of master data
integration and master data
management.

Trivia Contest 2.0 – Share
Your Fun Facts with Us!
SAP Community is a place to learn, to
network with your peers, get support,
and engage. The SAP Community
Trivia Contest goes into round 2! For
the second round, I would like to
challenge your trivia knowledge around
Digital Transformation in general.
Please submit your trivia fact by
November 15th.
Read the blog

Read the blog

Consuming REST APIs with
Cloud ABAP

Learning Kyma – Follow
Along on My Journey

REST APIs are a certain pattern of
building APIs. JSON-based REST
APIs are prevalent. There is a lot of
information on how to provide a REST

In this blog post (the first in a series),
SAP Mentor Alumnus Christian
Lechner presents his experience
learning and running Kyma SAP Cloud

API from ABAP, but there isn't much
on how to consume an external API in
ABAP. And from what little there is,
they cannot be used with Cloud ABAP.

Platform, Cloud Foundry runtime. Here
you'll find Introduction & Prerequisites,
Setting Up Managed Kyma &
Kubernetes/Kyma Basics, Deploying a
sample app, and more.

Read the blog
Read the blog

Community News

SAP Community Fan Shop – Visit the Online Store!
Since we're all shopping online these days, stop by our new community fan
shop! It's an online shop where you can buy SAP Community branded
material for your own use.
Read more

Upcoming Community Calls
November 12
How to Transform Integration into an Automated Workflow … and how
Customers will benefit from it
One pillar of the Intelligent Enterprise is the smart Integration of all SAP
Solutions. In this session we introduce our offering for SAP Solution
Owners to significantly improve the customer situation with reasonable
effort. Cloud Integration Automation Service is an infrastructure which
enables LOBs to describe, model and automate the integration setup and
make it centrally available as a cloud service.
Stefan Jakobi
November 13

Coffee Corner Meet-Up #6
The Coffee Corner is one of the most popular areas of SAP Community,
where members can go a bit more off-topic from technology, and in this call
series, we're bringing the Coffee Corner live! After a joint welcome, you can
expect a breakout-room for a meet and greet with other participants, and
other breakout rooms to connect on interesting topics. Make sure to join
members old and new for this call and register now! We will be updating
you with more information on each upcoming meet-up soon. Learn more.
November 18
Managing the lifecycle of SAP S/4HANA Machine Learning Scenarios
Introducing Intelligent Scenario Lifecycle Management (ISLM) framework
that empowers business administrators to perform lifecycle Management
operations of machine learning scenarios. ISLM offers harmonized
operational experience for embedded ML scenarios (fka PAi Predictive
Scenarios) utilizing HANA provided libraries like APL and PAL, as well as
side-by-side e.g. deep learning models using SAP Data Intelligence.
Priti Dhingra, Abhishek Mishra
November 24
Introduction to Git-enabled CTS
With git-enabled CTS, there is an option to integrated your ABAP-based
development projects with devOps processes. Join this session, if you
would like to know what is possible and see how it works.
Karin Spiegel
See all Upcoming Community Calls
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